PICTURE
YOURSELF
AS A SHA
GIRL!
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At SHA, you will find a welcoming
place to immerse yourself both in and
out of the classroom. Our Franciscan
tradition and college preparatory
curriculum combined with a wide
range of electives, a competitive
sports program, and an abundance
of clubs and extracurricular activities
will provide you with opportunities
for leadership, growth, faith, and
friendships that will last a lifetime.
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Your Future
at Buffalo Academy of the Sacred Heart

As a Franciscan
school, all are
welcome!
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At Sacred Heart, you will
make friends in and out of the
classroom and your SHA “sisters”
will be with you for the rest of
your life.
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Thinking of becoming a
lawyer? Try out for SHA’s Mock
Trial team which allows girls to
compete in an actual courtroom.
Or join one of our dozens of club
offerings such as American Sign
Language, D.I.Y. or Glee. Different
passion? Use your leadership
skills to start your own club.
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Athletics are a great way to
get involved and to be a part
of a team. We offer 16 sports,
including field hockey, soccer,
crew, ice hockey, cheerleading and
basketball. More than 55% of girls
participate in a sport at SHA.
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If you have a desire to travel
and see the world, SHA offers
several summer trips. A trip
to Zambia offered experiences
ranging from playing with the
children of a local village to
exploring Victoria Falls and going
on a safari.
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As a SHA student, you will
have classes throughout our
beautiful building including new
classrooms for Languages and
English.
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Take Art… and you will enjoy
space to create in one of our
two art studios. Select pieces are
hung in a student art gallery.
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Traditions are at the center
of the spirit at SHA. From
Walkathon to Spirit Week,
Christmas Dance and Junior
Ring Ceremony, we offer many
opportunities for our SHA
community to come together.
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Commencement is a beautiful
ceremony at the culmination
of your four years at SHA. 100%
of our graduates go on to colleges
and universities across the
country.
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No, we are not too old for
Halloween! Everyone
dresses up!
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Our award-winning STEM
Program is a select honors
track that accelerates girls
in Math and Science through
summer course work, as well
as Senior Summer Experiences
to help identify the field of study
which they hope to study in
college. Girls graduate with at
least five APs in the STEM fields.
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Our new Athletic Center is
home to a gym, dance studio,
fitness center, locker rooms and
the SHARK shop.
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If you love being on stage,
SHA produces a musical and
a drama each year. Or if you like
to be behind the scenes, join
stage crew!

13 During the annual Day of
SHAring everyone in the
SHA community spends the day
performing service throughout
Western New York volunteering
at one of 60 sites.

We are the
SHArks!
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Our newest addition, the
Collaboratory, offers both
engineering and computer labs
in this highly collaborative space.
In this space, you can prepare for
Rocketry competition with your
teammates, build bridges with
your classmates,
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If music is your passion, join
our string ensemble, band
or Chamber Singers. You also can
learn a new instrument or hone
your singing with private lessons.
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SHA girls have lots of spirit
and wear their class colors
with pride… what color will you
be- green, blue, yellow or red?
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Let’s dance! We teach
an introduction to dance
class for beginners and have a
dance ensemble for experienced
dancers. Both meet in our new
dance studio.

We
our
uniforms!
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